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The foundation of
a brand is it’s visual
identity. A design that
aligns with the key
values, mission and
goals of a company.
Classic, strong design
with the innovation of
technology and science.
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Key values

Young

Confidence

Innovative

Quality

Clean

Security

Easy

Trustworthy

Friendly

Dependable

Clear

Complete
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Logo introduction
Shape
The Order&Go logo is made out of a cirkle. Cirkles can send a certain message of
softness, but when used correctly, they can be very attention-drawing like in this
case where it almost appears to be a button that calls for action. The round shape
portrays security, continuity, and protection. The font used for the ‘Order’ part of
the logo is less rounded and can therefore be perceived as strong, courageous, and
confident. The two form a strong image that complies to Order&Go’s key values.

Symbol
The symbol of the Order&Go brand is the cirkle with ‘&Go’ inside it. This symbol may
only be used seperatly in exceptional cases, for example if the logo does not fit
within the frame, or as an avatar. Changing the color of this shape is allowed as long
as the new color still in line with this brand manual, or if ‘Order’ is being replaced by
another subsidiary, like ‘Shop’, ‘Retail’, or ‘Check’.

Logo
The Order&Go logo is one of the most important elements of this corporate identity.
The use of this logo must comply to the rules described in this brand manual at all
times to keep Order&Go’s brand identity safe and consistent.

Type
The font that was used to write the ‘Order’ before the ‘&Go’ is called Proxima Nova
Medium. When changing the name before ‘&Go’, make sure to always write the
replacing characters in uppercase.
Proxima Nova Medium.

ORDER
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Clear space
Clear space
The clear space surrounding the logo is determined by the size of the ‘&’ symbol in the logo.
The size of the logo determines the size of the ‘&’ thus the size of the clear space. This way
the clear space scales up and down with the logo. When the logo is close to other objects or
margins, there must be space for an upricht ‘&’ all around the logo.
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Application on a background

Color logo
The copy within the Order&Go logo should only be changed into the colors White,
Black or Shark Grey. The ‘&Go’ is always transparent. The circle surrounding the ‘&Go’
can be changed into all colors named in this brand guide (see Colors, page 17).
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Call to action

Buttons
For the Call to action buttons, there are various options. It depends on the
background. On Opaque White (#FFFFFF) the color of the button always has to be
Faux Blue Violet. On the Shark (#282A2F) background the color must be Malibu Blue.
There are also two options for the look of the button. If the color of the button is solid
the background also decides the color of the font. If the button is transparent there
must be a stroke with the right color, this is also the color of the font.
Gradient buttons are possible on both backgrounds.
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Subsidiary
Subsidiary
Order & Go focusses mainly on the food and hospitality industry due to it’s name,
however, due to the fairly adjustable visual style, it would be easy to create
subsidiaries that each have their own look and feel, but can still easily be recognized
as part of the holding. The names and domains we claimed are:
Order & Go - orderandgo.nl | Retail & Go - retailandgo.nl
Shop & Go - shopandgo.nl | Sell & Go - sellandgo.nl
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Correct logo placement
Placing
When creating corporate documents for Order&Go, the logo should always be
placed on the upper end of a page or document. The distance between
the edge of a page is calculated by: the size of the ‘&’ symbol times 1.3.
For instance, if the ‘&’ symbol in the logo equals an ‘&’ symbol in fontsize 18 pixels, the
distance between the edgde and the logo should be 23,4pixel (18x1.3).
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The primary color system

Color
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The primary color system
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Custom gradient
Gradients are versatile, they can be either bold or subtle, a focal point or only a
background element, the options are endless. Bold and vibrant color combinations
like Malibu Blue and Faux Blue Violet have an attention-grabbing effect and will help
the Order&Go designs elevate and stand out. This gradient can be perceived as
luminous yet calming and sends a message of freshness, innovation and
confidence.

Malibu Blue
This light shade of blue is perceived as a trustworthy, dependable and serene
color, commonly associated with technology, precision and productivity. Malibu
Blue is not only a teamplayer in the gradient, it can also serve as the right color for
call to actions.
Faux Blue Violet
This mid tone of purple is often pointed out as the right color to emit a sense of wisdom, power and quality. Violets like this one are also perceived as compassionable
and loyal, and when combined with shades of blue, often associated with financial
or luxurious products and services. Faux Blue Violet as a stand alone color, should
be used with discretion to keep the right balanced display to complement Order&Go’s key values.

Shark
Shark is a commonly used ‘off black’ shade. When designing for web and print, it is
easier to use opaque white and a shade of grey, instead of black and an off white
shade, when you’re looking to lower your contrast. A lesser contrast works easier
on the eyes and makes both print and webdesign look smoother and more professional.

F
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Corporate font/Main font

FONT
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Corporate font/Main font

Manrope
Font

Manrope is an open-source modern sans-serif font family, designed by Mikhail Sharanda in 2018. It is a variable font,
which allows us to incorporate different variations of the typeface into a single file. Manrope is easy on the eye and
emits a look and feel of quality and confidence, which aligns perfectly with the key values of Order&Go and makes it
the ideal font for corporate communication.

Manrope Bold
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890?!*+(.,)
Manrope Regular
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890?!*+(.,)
Manrope light
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890?!*+(.,)
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Light
Regular
Medium
Bold
Extra Bold

ORDER
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